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As in recent years, art collectibles market heats up, the art market in China 
formally entered the ranks of one hundred million yuan era, the seventeenth session of 
the Party's Sixth Plenary Session clear that the future of cultural industries will be the 
main direction of China's economic development, in this context, local governments 
have set up a Cultural Art Exchange to carry out the financial work of the cultural 
artifacts’. To conform the trend, Fuzhou government established  Fuzhou Shoushan 
Stone Cultural Artifacts Equity Exchange(FSCAEE) in May 2011. Shoushan stone 
carving as a category of modern and contemporary crafts, with both resourcey and 
artistic characteristics, its value in the many works of art be the first to discover, and 
prices skyrocket. Fuzhou government makes the project as stimulating the 
development of traditional industries, and promote regional economic transformation 
catalyst, to give a high degree of attention. So, building the FSCAEE good and fast, to 
make it stand out in many of the other exchanges, has become an important issue for 
even Fuzhou government. FSCAEE is taking Shoushan Stone Art Securities bussiness 
(share of Shoushan stone works of art transactions) as its main business concurrently, 
and try to develop authentication, investment, auction, and other business, for trying 
to build a third-party Shoushan stone art market platforms with credibility of the 
Government. 
 This paper will describe the current development status of China's cultural art 
market, and the focus of analysis among the just emerging Art Securities, and find out 
its pros and cons for the FSCAEE preparatory work to provide a reference. Thesis 
takes entrepreneurship theoretical analysis methods, the art of securitization in China 
is an emerging industry, the paper through investing other CAEs, collecting relevant 
information, researching for national policy and the point of view, combined with 
knowledge of financial and securities entrepreneurship theory and complete. 
This thesis is trying to figure out the possibility of developing Art Securities 
bussiness by FSCAEE. Firstly analyzes the competitive environment of the moment 
Shoushan stone market, including the CAEs with the competition in the industry, as 
well as on the spot market and auction market, industry competition, and with its own 
characteristics and advantages as a basis to develop a preliminary development 
strategy. Secondly, in the main part of the paper FSCAEE designs the organizational 















collaborating institutions and other core elements of the trading rules system, 
including a and secondary markets, information disclosure, the delisting mechanism, 
and strive to fully take into account various risk factors for the market participants to 
create a fair and open trading platform,  and the transformation of the resources and 
capital platform. In addition, the latter part of the paper will brief the development of 
FSCAEE specific marketing strategy and forecast the financial position and the 
second round of financing options envisaged. 
The paper is divided into nine chapters, the first chapter describes the research 
background and FSCAEE to carry out the major problems facing art securitization 
business. Chapter 2 describes China's current art market, the overall development 
status as well as the art of Shoushan stone market characteristics, and briefly describes 
the art securities business undertaken subject – the CAEs current operating, analyze 
the business model the differences between them, the pros and cons and the current 
problems encountered, and the meaning of the rising of CAEs. The third chapter is 
devoted the present situation of the FSCAEE, as well as established profit model, and 
research cooperation of all sectors of society need to use to carry out this business. 
Chapters IV and V of the business processes according to a study of the current stock 
market, the reference to formulation the processes of the business and organizational 
structure design of the FSCAEE, including the secondary market. The sixth chapter is 
a detailed analysis of the securities business process risk, including the risk of the 
transaction price volatility and risk of the internal operations of the CAE, and so to 
develop the system of rules to control which minimize the risk. Chapter VII of 
Shoushan stone securities products marketing programs, including the selection of 
products, packaging, market segmentation, as well as specific marketing tools. The 
eighth chapter is the financial plan of the FSCAEE, including pre the investment 
estimation and cash flow projections. The ninth chapter is based on the above analysis, 
to identify the FSCAEE positioning and the future development of the three-step 
strategy. 
The conclusion of this thesis, the analysis is to support the FSCAEE to carry out 
the securitization business of art, as long as there is no violation of state policy. While 
the securities business isn’t forbidden, and the risk is under control, FSCAEE can 
actively try this business of innovation. 
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